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skydiving

This past June, [your DZ] hosted [ Noun ] skydivers from [another number] countries at the annual [

name of boogie]. The boogie is always a great time and this year was no exception.

Friday kicked off the boogie with beautiful [weather hazard] and boogie-goers enjoying rides to altitude in [big

drop zone]'s [type of bird]. Saturday brought another glorious morning. It was a whirling dervish of activity,

with the POPs dirt diving, tandems gearing up and a full first-jump course taught by [DZ brat].

After working out some kinks, the local ladies set a [number]-way state [discipline] record. Badass organizer [

worst freeflier on the DZ] helped the girls achieve their goal, providing expert guidance and fun. Happily sharing

the spotlight, the women stepped aside to applaud [local old guy] for getting people riled up to set that POPs

state record. With the help of [local SkyGod], POPS completed a [number]-way on just their 32nd try!

Saturday night's festivities were enhanced by the smiles of all the new record holders. The drop zone provided a

traditional [regional food] dinner and more free [beverage], though [newbie jumper] and paid beer fines that

evening as well for [stupidest thing you've ever seen done in freefall].

The drop zone normally donates a portion of the boogie proceeds to [name of a charity]. This year would have

been no different if [biggest idiot on the DZ] hadn't downsized from a Spectre 190 to a Petra 72 he bought from [

local



sponsored jumper]. Immediately after the accident, plans were made to organize a raffle in support of [same idiot

from above]'s mounting hospital bills. [Name every skydiving vendor you can in 30 seconds] all donated

generously to the raffle. The lucky winner was [richest person on the DZ], who did not keep the winnings,

instead donating it all to the cause. Doctors are optimistic they'll be able to take [same idiot] out of medically

induced coma this month--get well soon!

With Sunday's forecast promising rain and snow, jumpers were content to revel in their accomplishments and

party into the early hours of the morning. Talk of a big-way [sexual act] swirled but no names shall be revealed!

All in all, the boogie was a huge success. This boogie continues to grow while keeping its [adjective] feel. The

drop zone thanks [head manifest person], [pilot] and [laziest person on the DZ] for all their hard work, and

congratulates all the new record holders. Until next year!

About the author: [your name] is a legend among [plural gender], with [number] of skydives, [another number] 

of BASE jumps and only [yet another number] arrests. [Your name] can be found at [drop zone] doing record-

setting [your favorite discipline].
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